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Fire inspection checklist ohio

Fire inspections are aimed at a number of advantages, not only for firefighters, but also for the public.  The emergency fire service acquires knowledge of the buildings.  Fire tests help the public to make buildings safer by protecting businesses and consumers through the enforcement of the fire safety
code. This is the goal of the St. Marys Fire Department to inform and assist property owners with information and instructions to comply with the Ohio Fire Code and The Life Safety Code.  Annual inspections are required and all commercial properties under the jurisdiction of the fire service are required. 
The tests serve to implement Fire Codes properties and identify and correct unsafe, hazardous and/or inappropriate conditions, and also serve to maintain our Emergency 9-1-1 database on fire and ambulances. What are we looking for during the tests? During the test, we look at many things depending
on the type of load.  Items include: the size of buildings, electrical and gas shut-offs, hazardous materials, and life safety systems, to name a few. The process of annual fire inspectionss and annual fire inspections are carried out by looking at both the outside and inside of the building, making sure that
everything is up to the current fire code.  After the inspection has been completed, the fire inspector, together with the owner/occupant, will review the results of the inspection, including any irregularities found.  If possible, the message is sent to the owner/indemn.  If the infringements are not rected after
the re-inspection, the message will be sent to the Fire Chief, who will contact the owner/occupant, and another inspection will be carried out.  Daily fines can be assessed by the owner/passenger until all infringements are rected. Examples of violationsExit/output lights are functioning properlyAvailable



means of exitFire fire extinguisher placement and expiration dateExtension cordsStorage too close to the ceiling Before checking checklist companies pierce township fire department conducts annual fire inspections according to Ohio Fire Code section: 106.2 Inspections. Below is a list of some fire
breaches firefighters look for during the annual inspection. You can use this list as a guide to help you identify and repair potential fire and life hazards in your building. This is a list of the most common violations and is not intended to have a complete list of possible violations of the Ohio Fire Code. For
more information, call 513-752-6273 and ask the fire inspector. Is the address posted on the front of your building? Are all exits free from obstacles? Are all the output signs lit and running on battery power? Do all emergency lighting fixtures work? Are the doors of the electric room denoted? Are all
electrical circuits marked on the electric panel? Is there any extension used as a permanent cord? Is there storage 30 inches from the electric panel? Do all junction boxes, light switches and exits have cover plates? Is the commercial kitchen cover clean and fat-free? Does the commercial kitchen cover
extinguishing system have two years of maintenance/testing? Has flammable waste accumulated in and around the building? Are all storage stable and arranged? Is storage two feet under the ceiling or eighteen inched under sprinkler heads? Is there storage on the exit roads? Is there a flammable
storage in mechanical or equipment rooms? Are the compressed gas cylinders vertical and dispersed? Are all walls and ceilings without holes, all ceiling tiles are in place? Does all doors with a fire frequency work? Are all fire extinguishers serviced annually? Has the fire alarm system been tested and
tested every year? Has the fire sprinkler system been tested and tested every year? Are all fire bars marked and free? unemployed?
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